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University of California, Berkeley
?hysics 105, Secrion I .- Fall l99l

FINAL EXAMINATION

INSTRUCTIOI{S:

I . This i-s a cLosED BOi)h-. era;ninat ion. you may use a calculator.
2' write ONLY on the pages of this exam. PuL each ansr!7er in its $g?fso it caneasily be found when scoring your work. rn the space below or'-nu"rl"""i-q,r"raioowrite your steps to the answer; be brief, but clear. write equations, notsontences, unless required.

YOU MUST SHOW YOUR STEPS !

No credit will be given for unsupported results, or for illegible work. Do scratchwork entirely on the exam. If more space is needed use the backs of the sheets.Do not separate the sheets.
3' The points for each part are shown in the lefc nargin; the total is I00 points.
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An auEomobile and its suspension system are idealized as a thin uniform rectangular
plate of length L, width W, and mass M, supported by four identical springs (each
having force constanf k) at its corners. At each spring one may mount a shock
absorber (damper) producing a force - b dx/dt if irs length x i.s changing.
The vertir:al coordinate x- measures the height of the ith corner (i = 1,213,4)
above irs equilibriuur position in which the plate is horizontal. The shock absorbers
are selected so that the uniform vertical oscillation of the plate (x, = X. = X" = x,)
is critically daurped when they are mounted. 

- I z J 4

(4) (a) pina the frequency fuloof this verrical oscillation if the shock absorbers are absent.

(4) (b) Find the value of the damping parameter b required ro criticallv damo this motion
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( cont inued )

Ewo other normal modes of oscill
EMI

There are
roEaE ional
rotat ional

(:l (d) If the four shock absorbers

oscillation "lo,rr-.*ir 6j-a;
osciLlation aboul axis ff (x

ft), and C,3, of these modes if rhe shock'a

ation of this system: Pitch, which is a

= *4 = - t2= - *c], and Roll, which is a
= x, = - Xr = - "i.). Find the f requercies
bso?bers aie absefrt.

| 4), =;l

L

=, Wl og $/ ( e-l

damped, or DVerdamped? Give
IIINT: Calculate Q, =r}o, -

are mounted, are these modes
a simple calculat ion to jrrst

-.,
7t, and rememb,:r that for

underdamped, crit ically
ify your aoswer.
a simplg o_sqill-.e.LqJ F = o/Z*.
CHECK ONE

fi underdamped

IIi I critically danped

ove rdamped

2-
uz



PROBLEM 2

Imagine the earth
the line between

- Falf I99l

and the noon to be
their centers their

at rest and not rotating. At
gravitational fields cancel.
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point P along
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Dealing only with dimensionless
moonts crnrer in terms of D (see

d/D=f' M/n=

The actual value of ;r is almost
a quadraEic equation for P in

\

ratios, defermine the distance d of p from the
sketch). The dimensionless ratios to be used are:

K-
I
I
1

li

exact ly
which p

81, so
appears

assume F = 8l exactly. Find and solve
as a parameter.

(s) (a)

put quadratic equation in ifs sinplesE form here.
containing p and pr.

G) (b) solution: 
fr 

=

put a number here, using F = 81.

L- .A
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PROBLEM 2 (Continued)

Imagine Ehat a
more velocity
along ihe line
do ngr_ t_rJ to
This equaEion

d, D, R, f, M, 0, G, B, and

Draw a box around your equat

space ship leaves the moonts
than needed to reach point P

ir will arrive at noint A on

ryLyg) an equation whose solut
may contain as many of the fol

(of course) rA.
ion.

surface at point B with just barely
by coasting. If it continues coasting
earth with velociry v^. I,{rite (bur
ion would give the vatue of vn.
lowing quantities as you need?
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PROBLEM 3

(6) (a)

A magnetron is an oscillator which generates high-frequency elecrromagnetic waves
suitable for use in r,adar and in microwave cooking ovens. In it electrons move in
planes z = constant between two cylinders r: a and r = b (cylindrical polar coordi-
nates). There is a uniform magnetic field B 6, parallel to the z axis, and a radialelectric field E(r)€- between the cylinders! inicn has the electric potenrial

v(r) = -Jt r, /) a,'

For an electron of mass m and electric charge q, the kinetic and potential energies
are:

7 = \n(i2 * 1262), u = qv(r)
The Lagranglan function^is L = T - u + q?rf. For the uniform fj -+ r A

so rhar q ilr?='"[ii"lr;: 
t = r - u + q Arv' !'or rhe unrrorm rield, A = zaor'e,

From this Lagrangian caleulate the
Ittrey will conrain rhe unspecified

Lagrangian equatrons of motion for f .rra 
td.

quanriry E(r

wirh i

A
I
e

s

equat ion

b-
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LEM 3 (Conrinued)

To do this, write a quadrafic : €quation for v^
which contains the parameters just listedt B , E(r),o

Consider the conditions required to allow an electron to move sreadily in a circle
of radius r between a and b. Show Lhat if B^, E(r), g, D, and r are regarded as
given then there ,are cwo different values oY the velocity on such a circle unless
the value of E(r) is too big and of rhe wrong sign.

for this circular motion
e, ![ r and r.

(3) (c) Can you give a simple answer
motions alonq the same circle

quadratic equation ifor v,

to the question: I{ovr can there
!rith differeLrt velocities?

be T!trO DIFFERENT
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PROBLEM 4

A ball of mass 2m
,i-41at rest (u^ = g;.

,/..dwrtn velocltres v!
inelastic, having'

and initial velocity?, collides with a second ball of mass m
After the collision thdy continue to move along the line of fi

and fl, respectively (see skerch). The collision is somewhal
a coefficient of restirutiotr::€ = L. Ir is defined as the ratio

of final relative speed to iniri.l t"Jg$.rg speed;

f("r-",)/(ur-u,)l
INITIAL

t-L,

(6) (a) calculate the

Hz=o
ratios tl/rl and v r/u ,' trltr

'2/'I
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PROBLEM 4 (Conrinued)

) After this collision the second ball confinues, colliding elasticalty with a wall
and returning wirh reversed velocity to collide again with the first ball. The
initial and final conditions are shorrn in the sketches below. Calculate the ratios
v,x/u, and v^*/u, .rtzl

INI'IIAL -!xV,

v,*/u,

vr*/u, =

FINAL I

Zrn
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In this problem consider tire real and fict.itious forces actins
on the surface of an ideal qlmooth spherical earth of radius R,
corlstant angular velocity 6i = {d t The basic relation is

r 4 -t 
---r s-T -''l '+- a__=F/n_2r..)xv _6.)x(cJxr)'t rol' ror-

I in whichF.= r?,__--^ j^r is the sum of aII reaL forces actingrnertral

nysics 105, Sec. I - FaLl 199 I
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PROBLEM 5

( iii) rind ?m and explain
and all other for-c-es.

onamassmlocated
which roEates with

on m. Ccriol is and

centrifugal aecelerations ar:q in the earth-fixed (roEating) coordinates; real
arer of course, independent of the choice of coordinates. Express aLl answers
giving magnitude an.l direction (shown by a unit vector): for example,t.\rj =-mEegrav " t

(a) In part (a) the mass is ncving along the equator toward the west in the
rotating coordinates wirh-speed 6dR, so that it is at rest in inerfial
coordinit"":?. =-arR6-'.+'- '.-- - -'rot --' -g ' 'ioertial = 0. A gr

(i) Find the Coriolis acceleration in Q.*coordrnates. '

(ii) Find the centrifugal acceleration in these coordinates

I
magnitude d irect ion

forces
by

-7{,;
MoRrt

G)

€-+,
"f

€,lfi

your result, including mention of gravity

e arth- f ixed

magnitude rrecc ron

magnitude direct ion
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(ii) Find the centrifugal accelerarion.

(iii) rind and explain youri result, as in part (a) above.

G) (c) tn part (c) the mass ooves along the equator with velocity
the:average of the values in (a) and (b) above.

vrot

PL1OBLEM 5 (Uontinued)

) In pari (b) rhe mass is at rest on the equator
(i) Find the Coriolis acceleration.

(i) Find the Coriolis accelerat,ion.

(ii) Find the centrifugal acceleration.

(iii) Find T7m aeC explain your resulr,
oEher forces.

in the roEafing system.

---Jt
o.--centrrt

rnagnitude direction

Flm

,-r- - 4{^}R e0 '

magnirude direction

again including gravity and any

magnitude direct ion

magnitude direction

acor iol
magnitude direction

rrngnitude direction
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(s) (a)

The center of nass of a car,swheel with rire is founa;;;"
7, its- geometrical cente, O 

--
rsee sketch), but its tensor ofrnertia is found
BnFe vr ,,r -r -i.to have principalaXeS X' ,y' ,Z t Wh' ' r- -"-'t'
t irred ilo,i,-.r,J"i:;J:;,::iill "t -body-fixed axes :x,= x. v, = r,.flt't, 

as shown;

-, _ ", _t .- Y^ uoS O( + z sin d.,4 = - Y srno( + z.cosof , with a(
:-":,it smal I angle {"*"ggu."r"Jrn r1e slcerch). Irlhen u";;u";;;-rn coordinates xryrz the tensorof inertia is:

PROBLEM 6

0

AI

I^
a component perpendicular

lysics lC5, Sec.
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in which the small products of inertia I^^ = J

;i'.;:";;l"it,lnt" a"r""i ;";t";";" ""1, 
iaa .r"';;r. tiolil""".

witt, angui.r 
"",Ill:ted 

steadilv about it, ;fr-
to z, because 

o"lty fr)2, the angul"r ror".r;; ;:ii n'"iJtt)

Evalrrate this/o' l A__-"xt crr €, ro nitude and 9jr."rion (usin untt vectors

comP. of L perp. to z =

'magnitude direction

N_

nagnitude Cirection

4) (b) Calculate rhe rorque fron thethis sreadl, roEat i"", gi"i"g'as in part (a,r aoove).
r*";lri::35:t::, tv its bearings) required ro mainrain

, 
*J rr.,"s r lellg:irg jlits::_![r, 

"
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PROBLEM 6 (Continued)

) ny tixing trtTo small masses at appropriate positions
axes may be restored to the desired (xyz) directions
of mass. (fnis is called "dynamically balancing the
positions are along the rims, where *2 * y2 = i2 and

Find the coordinates for the positions of these two
the amount of rnass (at each posifion) in terms of w,

N'I: The tensor of inertia for a
ngle mass is:

^(y2*"2) -mxy

-mxy ^(x2*"2) -uryz

-mxz -myz .(*2*y2 1

in the y-z plane the principal
without moving the center

wheel".) ftre only available
z = ! w (see sketch).

equal masses, and calculate
r, and AI.

HI
si

I
,
r
I
I
IIt

-mxz

first
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short descriptions in words of the mofions
parts of the descrip-rions which can be

3Eo

!
rtv

?\.st

knoin wirhout

(i) MODE I

(ii) ffoDE 2

(iii) MoDE 3

making any calculations.

(3) (b) por small displacements from equilibriurn, the kinetic and poEential energies are:
7 = \mlxz + (i + le,)2* (x + r0r)21, u = L(lng/I)*2 * Zngl(e 12 

* er2)
Find the Ehree Lagrange equations of rnotion.

BLEM 7

A cart of mass m rolls srnoothly on horizont.al
rails, srrbject !o centering forces applied by
two identical springs. Suspended from it are
two identical siurple pendulums, each with
poirrt mass m (same as the cart) and cord of
Iength L. Each spring has the force constanti:k
L(3'rrd /r- A11 motions are parallel ro rhe
plane of t.he sketch, so that the system's
position is specified by the three coordinates
01, €2, and x, measured from equilibrium as indicated.

e,

(6) (a) Wittrout making any calculations at all, give
. in eacir of the three normal nodes. Give all
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PROBLEM 7 (Continued)

c) Th e secular determinant fo
^.\3(k)_- - 0)'-)

P

- tn2 Q 2

.,P
-,h)'

for the frequencies of the normal modes is:be solved

-$2
- $2

0

_e)2

0

'n' 
- u'

-0)

Q) (d) Using your solutions for Ehe nornal mode
extend yoor statements in part (a) so as
motion in each of the Ehree normal modes.

the

frequencies from parr (c), verify and
to give a lgsplgls aS:g1g5ton;F rhe

in which 1,)-2 l" an abbreviation for g/L. Find
modes, as fPactions of Dn

frequencies of the three normal

( f;3/ {)p)2 =
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(a) llrire rhe
remember

expression for v
it you may obtain

PROBLEM 8

A flexible elasEic srring is
supports; its mass per unit
travel along the string wirh

streEched by tension f to length L between twot31gt! U/r, i3 
e. - Transvers" ,..r"s of any shape maythe sa.ne veloc\ilv v.

terms of rhe parameters p and.f If you do noteasily by dimensional anAlvsis.
in
ir

v=

Q) ,0, 
1l:,:.:::g.i: ::11^::^: :I.l"yers:ry dispraced shape skerched berow (witrr rransverse
lllti,i'ii.lrn"*.*g:i?:.:i] ayf 

-rer1a""a 
i,o"'.-;";;-;; ;^=-;;";";;;; lrillir':";i:;

sinusoirial raraves

tr. it equal to :t,r."r r""it.jg.hs. Give a simple urgu*"'r ir,..-ii"-r!!';";;r"irrn2L/r. {r"t

X* L

(3) (c) nefine the class of values of i--he integer r for which NO waves will be present

( I ) (d) skerch rhe shape of the displacemenr at rine rO = ?f.( ? tf >t

(l) (e) skerch rhe shape of the displacement at t

Y=L/a

tme t = 3t-.ed

(l) (t) sketch rhe shape of fhe displacement af time t, = 4tO

( I ) (g) skerch rhe shape of the displacement at time t = 7t-.gd

fi

shape is as drawn at

END OF EXAMINATION

t

b"
i--
f..

"'rHINT: At riure r = gtd the t = 0.


